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Abstract
These last years, many analysis methods have been proposed to extract knowledge from social networks. As for the traditional
data mining domain, these network-based approaches can be classiﬁed according to two main families. The approaches based
on predictive modelling, which encompass the techniques that analyse current and historical facts to make predictive assumptions
about future or unknown events. The approaches based on descriptive modelling, which cover the set of techniques that aim to
summarize the data by identifying some relevant features in order to describe how things organize and actually work. In this paper,
we review the main descriptive modelling methods of social networks and show for each of them the resulting useful knowledge on
a running example. We particularly emphasize on the most recent methods that combine information available on both the network
structure and the node attributes in order to provide original description models taking into account the context.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs.
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1. Introduction
The new “science of networks”2,45,4 is an open and emerging discipline that studies phenomena of the world by
focusing on relationships maintained between objects and not on objects as independent entities. While pioneering
works have essentially exploited the measures coming from the graph theory9,5,27,21, new approaches, known as “so-
cial network mining” (or more simply “link mining”) aim to take advantages both of the traditional data mining area
and network structures. As stated by Getoor and Diehl15, this area refers to “data mining techniques that explicitly
consider links when building predictive or descriptive models of linked data”. Thus, numerous social network mining
methods have been proposed for extracting various kinds of knowledge from social networks.
As for the traditional data mining area, the social network mining domain addresses a large variety of tasks such
as classiﬁcation23, clustering11, search for frequent patterns6 or the link prediction25. The inherently descriptive or
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predictive nature of these approaches naturally allows to classify these approaches according to two families: (i) The
approaches based on predictive modelling, which encompass the techniques that analyse current and historical facts
to make predictive assumptions about future or unknown events. (ii) The approaches based on descriptive modelling,
which cover the set of techniques that aim to summarize the data by identifying some relevant features in order to
describe how things organize and actually work.
In this paper, we review the main network-based descriptive models and we describe, for each of them, the potential
useful knowledge that can be obtained through a running example. We particularly emphasize on the most recent
methods that combine various sources of information coming from the network (for instance structure and node
attributes) in order to provide original descriptive models taking into account the context. This work is motivated by
the fact that more and more eﬀorts are currently made to design new and innovative descriptive models suitable to the
context, which have to be able to answer to speciﬁc questions. For instance, the extraction of communities in social
networks, which has traditionally been driven by notion of modularity is now extended to consider more homogeneous
groups in terms of social links and attributes.
Thus, we identify ﬁve main families of methods focusing on descriptive patterns from social networks. (i) link-
based clustering that searches for densely connected groups of nodes, (ii) hybrid clustering that consider simultane-
ously structure and node attributes to identify clusters, (iii) frequent sub-graphs discovery that focuses on the extraction
of sub-structures that frequently occur in the network, (iv) network based conceptual analysis that aim to identify the
groups of nodes sharing common attributes and (v) frequent conceptual links extraction that provide synthetic and
semantic representations on the groups of nodes the most connected of the network. In this paper, we review each
family of methods and for each of them we propose an instance of model built from the reference network depicted
on Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Reference network
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Sections 2 to 6 are respectively devoted to the families of method (i)
to (v) presented above and Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Link-based clustering
Link-based clustering (LBC) is one of the problems that has received the most attention from the scientist commu-
nity. It is also known in the literature as being the problem of community identiﬁcation. More precisely, link-based
clustering covers all the methods that aim to group the nodes on a criterion considering links between nodes43,50.
The objective of LBC techniques is to decompose the network in several connected components, called community,
so that the nodes in each component have a high density of links while nodes in diﬀerent component have a lower link
density. It is said that the network have a community structure when such groups can be found in the network. It is
currently observed that various real world-network have strong community structure17.
An another deﬁnition of a community in the context of social networks, is that two given nodes are more likely to be
connected if they belong to the same community. The quality of the network clustering is measured by the so-called
modularity measure introduced by M. E. J. Newman29.
Figure 2 shows an example of the communities that can be obtained from the reference network of Figure 1. Each
group of nodes inside dashed circle represents a community. As stated, the network structure is the single information
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used to compute the clusters. Consequently, nodes inside a community are strongly connected but can have very
diﬀerent attributes. For example, the community containing nodes 1 and 2 and those containing nodes 3, 4 and 5 share
the attribute ’X’ but are identiﬁed in separate communities.
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Fig. 2. Communities extracted from the reference network
The principle of the algorithms is to maximize the amount of the intra-community links, while minimize the amount
of inter-community ones. Three families of algorithms are commonly distinguished:
• (i) Agglomerative algorithms33,36 refer to bottom-up approaches that iteratively merge nodes or groups of nodes
according to a similarity score.
• (ii) Divisive algorithms16,30,34 cover top-down approaches in which the initial network is iteratively fragmented
into more and more smaller components by removing the links between groups of nodes having low similarity
scores.
• (iii) Optimisation-based algorithms47,28,3, include all techniques that rely on the maximisation of an objective
function.
As clustering in networks is an area that has been the subject of a large amount of contributions, other classiﬁca-
tions can also be found in the literature. For instance, we can also distinguish methods based on statistical inference
or methods based on the concept of communities overlapping, which assume that a node can belong to several com-
munities. A more complete review of the link-based clustering methods can be found in11.
3. Hybrid clustering
Many scientiﬁc and commercial applications need clusters that are more complicated than groups of nodes densely
connected. Indeed, in several applications, networks are modeled by links and nodes that may have various kinds of
associated attributes. Such networks are called “information networks” or “network with content”8. For example, in a
telecommunication network, consumers (nodes) may be identiﬁed by attributes such as the age, the type of package,
the job status, etc.
Thus in49 Yang et al. state that by considering only the network structure “an algorithm may fail to account for
important structure in the data”. That is the reason why numerous works have attempted to take into account this
contextual information to better describe the entities and their relations.
Hybrid clustering is one of these new approaches, that consider node attributes during the network clustering
process44,50. For include the attributes of the nodes in the network clustering task, the deﬁnition of a “cluster” has
been adapted as follows: “a densely connected group of nodes with homogeneous attributes values”51. In concrete
terms, the objective of this new kind of approaches is to partition the network by seeking a balance between the
similarity of the structure and the similarity of the attributes so that the nodes with common attributes are grouped
in the same partition and nodes into a same partition are densely connected. This kind of approach provides a more
semantic partitioning of the network which is necessarily suited to the context.
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Figure 3 shows example of hybrid clusters obtained from the reference network. As you can see, hybrid clusters
highlight densely connected groups nodes in which nodes have homogeneous attributes. For example, the community
formed by the nodes 6, 7 and 10 is both densely connected and share the common attribute ’Y’.
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Fig. 3. Hybrid clustering from reference network
Although this approach is relatively recent, many algorithms can already be found in the literature. For example,
we can cite the SA-Cluster algorithm proposed by Zhou et al. 51, one of the ﬁrst algorithms based on both structural
and attribute similarities through a uniﬁed distance measure. We can also cite the ToTem algorithm7 that extend
the classical network clustering method proposed by Blondel et al. 3. More recently, Yang et al. have proposed the
CESNA algorithm49, for detecting overlapping communities in networks with node attributes. A classiﬁcation of
these approaches, according to two dimensions, can be found in49.
4. Frequent sub-graphs discovery
Always with the aim to take into account contextual information, a research axis has been focused on the frequency
of patterns involving node information and network structure. Indeed, as for the traditional data mining area, some
works have been carried out on the extraction of frequent patterns in social networks. The ﬁrst challenge for these
approaches was to deﬁne “a pattern” in the context of the networks. Thus, the most widely used deﬁnition of a pattern
is that of a connected subgraph15.
Thus the techniques that focus on the search for frequent patterns in social networks aim to identify the sub-graphs
that occur frequently in a single very large network or in a database of networks, according to a minimum support
threshold. These approaches assume that a label is associated to each node of the network. In this context, frequent
patterns are all the sub-graphs linking a subset of labels that are found frequently enough in the whole network.
A classical example of the use of techniques for the discovery of frequent sub-graphs discovery concerns the basket
of items. Indeed, let us consider the network obtained from a basket of items in which nodes correspond to the items
and all items are connected to each other when they belong to the same basket, namely when they are purchased
together. Once such networks are created for all baskets of consumers, sub-graphs occurring frequently will form
frequent patterns in the traditional sense.
Figure 4 shows some frequent sub-graphs extracted from the reference network of Figure 1. For example, the
frequent sub-graph composed of labels ‘X’ and ‘Y’ is extracted from the initial network. This means that there many
links between the nodes that have label ‘X’ and those that have label ‘Y’.
The techniques for searching for frequent sub-graphs in a social network traditionally involve two key steps: (i) a
candidate generation step, in which candidate sub-graphs potentially frequent in the whole network are generated,
and (ii) an evaluation step that checks if two networks are isomorphic in order to measure how much frequent the
candidates are, according to a frequency threshold. Obviously, these steps are not carried out separately.
Two families of algorithms are commonly distinguished:
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Fig. 4. Frequent sub-graphs from reference network
• (i) Apriori-based algorithms22, that cover all the techniques exploiting the principles of the well-known Apriori
algorithm1 for generating candidates sub-graphs of size t from frequent sub-graphs of size t − 1. This kind of
approaches starts by searching all frequent sub-graphs among all subgraphs of size 1.
• (ii) Pattern growth algorithms31 refer to approaches that increase a frequent sub-graph of size t to obtain candi-
date sub-graphs of t + 1 by adding a new edge in every possible directions. This kind of approaches must treat
the problem of the similar sub-graphs that can be generated at several iterations.
Other classiﬁcations suggest to distinguish the sub-graphs discovery methods according to they are interested in the
search for frequent subgraphs in a single network or in databases of networks6.
In the family of Apriori-based approaches, we can cite the AGM algorithm proposed by Inokuchi et al. 20 for
minimizing both storage and computation. We can also cite the FSG algorithm proposed by Kuramochi and Karypis22
that performs the search for sub-graphs in very big network databases. Regarding the pattern-growth approaches, we
can cite the gSpan algorithm proposed by Yan and Han48 that aims to improve the cost of the candidate generation
phase by optimizing the discovery process of duplicate structures or the SPIN algorithm proposed by Huan et al. 19 that
focus on maximal patterns, namely patterns that are not included in any other frequent patterns. More recently some
approaches devoted to speciﬁc structures, like trees, have been proposed32. Good reviews of the frequent patterns
mining in networks can be found in6 and in18 (see section devoted to structural patterns).
5. Network-based conceptual analysis
Once again, in the context of the simultaneous consideration of node attributes and network structure, some very
recent work have attempted to apply the principles of formal concept analysis (FCA)13 to social networks. These
works aim to address the world in terms of objects and attributes by highlighting “concepts” composed of sets of
nodes (the objects) with their common attributes.
Formal concept analysis is a mathematical approach for data analysis introduced in 1984 by Rudolf Wille46 that
aims to extract knowledge from structured data. The founding principle is to group the objects into classes according
to the properties they share. Thus, a couple (Objets, sharing propoperties) is called a concept and the set of concepts
forms a Galois lattice, also called concept lattice26,23. Typical applications of this kind of approach can be found in
the ﬁeld of conceptual clustering10.
In the context of social networks, recent works conducted on the conceptual analysis applied to networks have
considered the network nodes as objects to group and nodes with which they are connected (their neighbors) as the
attributes37,35. By this way, social networks-based conceptual analysis consists in extracting from the network the
groups of node having common neighbors. It is important to note that the nodes of the network can be identiﬁed
in several concepts since groups may overlap. When personal information are available on the network nodes, the
concept lattice can also be built with the individual attributes of nodes.
Figure 5 depicts the concept lattice obtained from the reference network of Figure 1. On such a structure, it is easy
to observe the groups nodes sharing common attributes and the inclusive relationships between these groups. Let us
specify that we are here in a very simple case, since nodes have only a single attribute, which explain that no concept
is identiﬁed in the second level of the lattice.
Thus, network-based conceptual analysis has been used to address clustering tasks in social networks26. Other
works have focused on various problems related to the visualisation37, the classiﬁcation23 or the identiﬁcation of
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Fig. 5. Concept lattice obtained from the reference network
relevant patterns35.
For instance, Snasel et al. 38 focused on the problem of visualization and propose a solution that reduces the links
between objects in order to optimize the generation of concept lattice. In14 Gaume et al. propose an approach using
FCA for extracting communities in bipartite networks.
A challenging problem concerns to the size of the concept lattice, which is known to grow exponentially with the
size of the network, which make it diﬃcult to obtain and may quickly make it uninterpretable. Thus, to avoid the
generation and the manipulation of the whole lattice, Le Grand et al. 24 propose several measures to characterize a
node. The proposed approach can be extended to the whole dataset in order to characterize the network in terms of
homogeneity/heterogeneity and identifying the most signiﬁcant elements.
6. Frequent conceptual links
In previous sections, we have observed how various kinds of methods have been proposed to extract new and
original patterns from social networks. However, the descriptive models extracted do not allow to answer to all the
questions that may emerge of the study of social networks. For instance: (i) What are the most connected network
node groups? or (ii) What are the attributes the most frequently found in connection into the network? (iii) Are there
a groups of individuals most connected than the other ones?
Thus frequent conceptual links (FCL) refers to a new approach40 that combines information on both network
structure and node properties to provide knowledge on the groups of nodes the most connected in the network, in
which each group is deﬁned as sets of nodes sharing common attributes. “Conceptual” here means that such a link
is not a real social link, but represents a set of social links between two groups of nodes that can be considered as a
concept according to the formal concept analysis area12. It has been demonstrated that the set of frequent conceptual
links provide a conceptual view of the network40, namely a new graph structure that summarize all the knowledge
acquired on the network. The conceptual view is a much reduced and semantic representation of the original network.
The so-called conceptual view is a network in which a node represents a group of nodes that share common attributes
and a link represents a frequent conceptual link, namely the fraction of links in the network linking these two groups.
Figure 6 depicts the conceptual view obtained from the reference network of Figure 1. We can observe that 26%
of the links of the reference network connect nodes satisfying the property “X” to nodeblacks satisfying the property
“Y”. In the same way, 20% of the links of the reference network connect nodes satisfying the property “Y” to nodes
satisfying the property “Z”. We also observe that 20% of links connect nodes satisfying the property “Y”.
The frequent conceptual links extraction algorithm involve two key steps: (i) a clustering phase, that built the
concepts by grouping nodes on the basis of shared attributes and (ii) an evaluation process, which counts the amount
of links between the concepts to evaluate the frequency of links and extract the most frequent.
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Fig. 6. Frequent conceptual links from the reference network
Although this approach is relatively new, several algorithms have been proposed for optimizing the frequent con-
ceptual link extraction process, which proves to be a diﬃcult task. For instance, in39, the FCL-Min (Frequent Con-
ceptual Link Mining) algorithm has been proposed for performing a bottom-up research while gradually reducing the
search space. However, as for traditional research of frequent patterns in the data mining area, the extraction of all
FCLs from a given social network may be marred by the extraction of the sub-patterns that are also frequent. Thus,
in40 Stattner and Collard present the MFCL-Min (Maximal Frequent Conceptual Link Mining) algorithm, a bottom-
up method that extents the FCL-Min algorithm by focusing only on maximal frequent conceptual links (MFCL).
Recently, a very promising optimization has been proposed in41, that poses additional restrictions on candidate clus-
ters and signiﬁcantly reduces computation time needed for the extraction.
7. Conclusion
More and more works are conducted on the extraction of knowledge from social networks. As for the traditional
data mining area, these works can be classiﬁed according to two broad objectives, namely the search of predictive or
descriptive models. In this paper, we have presented a state of the art of current descriptive models, with a particular
focus on the emerging approaches that attempt to provide models suitable to the context through the simultaneous con-
sideration of the network structure and the attributes of nodes. Thus, we have identiﬁed and surveyed ﬁve families of
methods focusing on network-based descriptive patterns: (i) link-based clustering, (ii) hybrid clustering, (iii) frequent
sub-graphs discovery, (iv) network-based conceptual analysis, and (v) frequent conceptual links extraction.
A very promising and exciting path for further research on descriptive models of social networks would be to
design generic models, that will be able to summarize various kind of knowledge. For instance, a ﬁrst attempt has been
proposed in42 where the authors search for relevant intersections between models obtained from link-based clustering
and frequent conceptual link extraction. Such an approach could allow to have, inside a single representation, several
point of observations on real-world networks.
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